Wall Absorbers
Acoustic Images

Our Wall absorbers and Acoustic Images offer acoustic efficiency combined with a large variety of designing
options. Thanks to the used aluminium frame system and the fabric fixed within, almost any size can be
produced. The costumer decides how the absorbers look, either with an image of their choice or simply onecoloured on the surface. Wall absorbers and acoustic images are used in offices, schools, music- and event
locations, gastronomy, wellness areas and counting.
Product Advances
Design:

The combination of the aluminium frame and the fabric that can either be printed one
coloured or with various motives, results in a modern design with clear structures.

Dimension and
flexibility:

The absorbers can be produced in any sizes up to 6*3m. Thus they can be perfectly
adapted to the room geometry. Because of that a whole new variety of design
possibilities with extensive, visually appealing sound absorbers without joints emerge.

Individuality

With a motif you provide, every acoustic image is unique and expresses your personal
taste of design.

Efficiency

High acoustic absorption in a wide frequency spectrum αw= 0,75 for acoustic image
and αw= 0,85 for wall absorber.

Sustainability

The fabric cover can be taken off easily and washed at 30°C. If you wish for a new
image motif, the fabric can simply be exchanged. The absorption material and the
fabric are 100% recyclable.

Room atmosphere: Contains no formaldehyde, chemical binders, mineral fibre, glass fibre or CFC
halogens. Absorption material and the fabric have the Oeko Tex Certificate class 1.

dBtex weiß

dBtex hellgrau

dBtex grau

dBtex schwarz

dBtex beige

dBtex rost

Product Properties
Frame:

Aluminium anodised, thickness: 40mm, exposed edge: 2mm.

Absorber:

dBtec® PE, Polyester fleece with two layers, thickness: 25mm. colour front: white,
colour back: anthracite.

Fabric:

Acoustic Image: Softimage, 240g/m2, printed with motives of your choice. Wall
absorber: dBtex, 270g/m2, one coloured in black, white, light grey, grey, beige or
rust.

Format:

Standard sizes: 3*2m, 2*2m, 2*1,45m, 3*1m, 2*1m. Large sizes up to 6*3m.
Trapezoid and corner elements available.

Picture Motif:

Provided by the costumer. Resolution minimum 60dpi, in other words 24 Pixel per cm.
The picture motif should be 10mm bigger than its frame on each side

Graphics
Processing:

Usually by the costumer. If requested we can also make suggestions on picture
motives and/or perform the graphic processing. Alternatively one coloured print
(RAL).

Fireclass:

Absorber and fabric hardly inflammable. Bs1d0 according to ISO-EN-13501.

Weight:

about 3 kg/m2 incl. frame, sound absorber and fabric.

Soundabsorption:

Acoustic picture: aw= 0.75, sound absorber class C. Wall absorber: aw= 0.85, sound
absorber class B.

Sound absorption coefficient p according to DIN EN ISO 354:
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The content of this folder is not binding and does not provide any guarantee of specific feature. This also
applies to any proprietary rights of third parties. Technical changes reserved.
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